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Abstract
The problem of estimating a signal from lossy compressed data is considered. More precisely, we consider the
scenario in which a set of data is produced by an underlying random signal or an unknown parameter. The data is
then compressed using a good lossy compression scheme which is agnostic to the underline signal. In reconstruction,
the underline signal is estimated so as to minimize a prescribed loss measure. For the above setting, we define the
Shannon risk of an estimator as the Bayes risk with respect to the distribution achieving Shannon’s rate-distortion
function of the data. We derive condition under which the Shannon risk describes the true risk in estimating from
the compressed data. The main proving techniques are transportation-cost inequalities satisfies by the rate-distortion
achieving distribution in conjunction with bounds on the relative entropy of good rate-distortion codes. We show that
these conditions hold in various important cases, and evaluate the Shannon risk of the Bayes optimal estimator in
these cases. The Shannon risk provides an achievable error in the compress-and-estimate settings in which the data
is first compressed, communicated or stored using a procedure that is agnostic to the underlying signal and is later
estimated from the compressed data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motivation
Digital systems are naturally subject to constraints on the number of bits they can represent, store, communicate,
or process. Necessarily, any data acquired is compressed in a lossy manner before any inference procedure can
take place. The performance of such an inference procedure is thus intrinsically dictated by the quality of the data
compression and by the available bit budget. In the following, we wish to address this general setting through the
formulation in Figure 1 and characterize the performance of estimation procedures of signals from compressed
data. In Figure 1, the signal source θ produces the set of data Y n which is compressed using nR bits so as
to minimize the fidelity criterion d, producing the bit-restricted representation of Y n, Zn. Finally, the sequence
Zn is utilized to produce an estimate of the underlying signal θ as φ. We also assume that the distortion d used
in lossy compression is agnostic with respect to the underlying signal θ. The optimal estimation performance for
the setting above is known when d can be optimally chosen: classical results in source coding [4], [5], [6] show
This paper was presented in part at the IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory (ISIT), 2016 [1] and 2017 [2], and at the
Information Theory Workshop (ITW), 2015 [3].
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Fig. 1. Estimation from compressed data.
that a estimate-and-compress approach is optimal in this case. In this approach, we first compute an estimate or a
sufficient statistics of the underlying signal θ from the data Y n and then compress this estimate as compactly as
possible subject to the available bit budget.
In many modern applications, however, this estimate-and-compress approach is infeasible: in most data science
and machine learning applications, for instance, the data is acquired and compressed for general purpose use and
without any assumption on its possible future use. Infeasibility of estimation before compression arises also in low
complexity signal acquisition scenarios, as simple hardware cannot employ complex estimation procedures before
quantization. A similar situation occurs in distributed sensor networks, where each sensor independently transmits
its private measurements to a central estimation unit. In all scenarios above, an ad-hoc compression of the data may
assume the form illustrated in Figure 1: decide on some fidelity criterion d (e.g., Euclidean distance or empirical
mutual information) and encode the data to minimize the expected distortion E [d(Y n, Zn)] with respect to this
criterion.
Considering the setting of Fig. 1, let us define the risk of the estimator φ as
E [ρ(θ, φ(Zn))] , (1)
which is the risk when using φ in estimating an underlying signal θ from a compressed version of the data using
nR bits minimizing the distortion d, under a given loss function ρ. In particular, the compression is designed with
respect to some fidelity criterion d on the data and its compressed representation, but not necessarily with respect
to the ultimate estimation task which is unknown to the compressor. Since the underlying signal is estimated from
the compressed representation of the data, we denote this setting as compress-and-estimate (CE) source coding.
The Shannon Risk
Naturally, one wishes to determine the estimator attaining the minimum loss in (1) when data is optimally
compressed. The variational characterization of the rate-distortion function provided by Shannon gives rise to a
conditional distribution kernel PZ∗n,Y n from the data Y
n to its compressed representation Zn at coding rate R and
with respect to the fidelity criteria d. Whenever PZ∗n,Y n is unique, for any estimator φ of the underlying signal
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θ from the compressed data we define its Shannon risk with respect to a loss function ρ, coding rate R, fidelity
criteria d, and signal prior Pθ , as the Bayes risk with respect to the joint distribution PθPY n|θPZ∗n|Y n , namely:
D∗φ(R, d) , E [ρ(θ, φ(Z
∗n))] . (2)
Of particular interest is the Bayes-optimal estimator θˆ of θ with respect to PθPY n|θPZ∗n|Y n : we denote the Shannon
risk of θˆ as the compress-and-estimate distortion-rate (CE-DRF) function1, i.e.
DCE(R, d) , Dθˆ(R, d). (3)
In this paper, we characterize the true risk in estimating θ from the compressed data Zn using the Shannon risk
and the CE-DRF. Specifically, we derive general conditions under which the true risk (1) converges to the Shannon
risk, and show that these conditions hold in various important cases. The benefit in such characterization is twofold:
We can evaluate the loss in estimation from datasets undergoing lossy compression, as well as design algorithms
to estimate from compressed data by minimizing their Shannon risk.
Related Works
The problem of estimation from compressed data has a long history in source coding. When the underlying
signal θ is an ergodic information source, the problem of encoding Y n for estimating θ is known as the indirect
(a.k.a. remote or noisy) source coding problem [5, Ch 3.5], [4], [8], [6]. Consequently, the infimum of all achievable
distortions D using a compression code of rate not exceeding R is denoted as the indirect distortion-rate function
(I-DRF). When θ is a finite vector of parameters or a distribution governing the generation of the (random) data
Y n, the problem of compressing Y n for recovering θ is sometimes referred to as compression for estimation [9],
[10] or task-specific compression [11], [12], [13]. These problems, and in particular their multi-terminal version,
have received much recent interest mostly due to their relevance in machine learning [14], [15], [16].
The CE setting departs from these works since the compression is assumed optimal only with respect to the
data Y n rather than the underlying signal or parameter θ. The works of [17], [18] study a multi-terminal version
of this problem, and are motivated by the robustness in performance due to encoders oblivious to other system
components. These works provided achievable coding-rate regions under random codebooks and joint typicality
encoding for a prescribed distortion level. To our knowledge, the term compress-and-estimate was coined in [7] and
is inspired by the compress-and-forward coding scheme for the relay channel [19]. Other settings yielding an exact
CE characterization include compressing the samples of the Wiener process [20] and a Gaussian random walk [21],
compressing measurements obtained via a sequence of random linear projections [22]. Recently, the work of [23]
provided conditions under which the risk of an estimator of θ from data compressed using a random spherical code
equals to the risk of the same estimator from a corrupted version of the data using an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). This result implies that under this form of compression, the Shannon risk of any estimator coincides with
1To our knowledge, the name compress-and-estimate distortion was coined in [7] and hence we use it here. Arguably, another possible name
to DCE(R, d) is the Shannon Bayes-optimal risk.
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the true risk of that estimator from the compressed data whenever the rate-distortion achieving distribution PZ∗n,Y n
is Gaussian. Our current work generalizes this last statement to a broad class of rate-distortion achieving distributions
and other compression procedures attaining the rate-distortion function with respect to the data. Specifically, our
setup applies to any situation where the distortion-rate achieving distribution satisfies a suitable TC inequality. As
we explain below, this condition holds quite broadly when the model is separable across dimensions.
The CE setting is closely related to other problems in source coding. For example, the work of [24] considered
the ability of a wiretap to recover an underlying signal from data undergoing lossy compression, and derived the
minimal distortion of the wiretap that one must tolerate in order to guarantee a target distortion with respect to the
data. Since in this case, the encoder chooses a code that is most pessimistic for estimating the underlying signal,
this distortion from [24] bounds the optimal Bayes risk in a CE scheme. One may also view the CE scheme as an
instance of mismatched source coding considered in [25] and [26]. Indeed, as pointed in [5], [6], in some situations
we can attain the I-DRF by compressing the data according to a fidelity criterion
d˜(yn, z˜n) , inf
φ
E [ρ(θ, φ(zn))|Y n = yn] , (4)
and thus reducing the indirect source coding problem to a standard one. The mismatch arises when the data is
encoded so as to minimize the fidelity criterion d instead of d˜ of (4). Finally, Donoho [27] considered the mean
squared error (MSE) risk in estimating an n-dimensional vector of means θn = (θ1, . . . , θn) when
Y n = θn + σWn, (5)
where Wn is a standard normal vector, using the shortest computer program that produces a summary Zn of
Y n with average MSE σ2. He showed that when θn is generated i.i.d. and Y n is compressed using any optimal
lossy compression code attaining distortion equals to the true underlying noise level σ2, the coordinates of Zn are
distributed according to the true posterior Pθ1|Y1 (even though this posterior is never revealed to the compressor!).
Consequently, the resulting MSE is the risk in sampling from this posterior which is 2E [Var(θ1|Y1)]. Translated
to our terminology, Donoho’s results says that under the model (5), the risk of the maximum likelihood estimator
φ(x) = x at coding rate R = 12 log2
(
Var(Y1)
σ2
)
with d = ‖ · ‖2, is given by
Dφ(R, d) = 2E [Var(θ1|Y1)] .
Our results, specialized to the model (5), implies that 2E [Var(θ1|Y1)] is the asymptotic risk of φ when applied to a
compressed version of Y n such that the expected quadratic distortion in this compression is σ2 and the compression
rate approaches R.
Contributions
The main result of this paper, as described in Section IV below, relates to cases where the rate-distortion achieving
distribution PZ∗n,Y n satisfies a transportation-cost (TC) inequality with a constant c
∗ that is o(n). In this case, the
difference between the Shannon risk of any L-Lipschitz estimator of θ and its risk when fed with the output of
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any rate-Rn code PZn|Y n satisfying the target distortion D, is bounded by a constant times
√
Rn −R(D) plus the
relative entropy between the marginals PnZ and PZ∗n . In particular, this difference vanishes whenever this relative
entropy vanishes and Rn → R(D): these conditions substantially indicated that the code utilized for compression is
a good rate-distortion code for the target distortion D. Next, in Sections V and VI, we show that the TC condition
holds quite broadly whenever PZ∗n,Y n is a product measure over a discrete domain, and when PZ∗n|Y n is a
Gaussian measure on Rn. In these sections we also evaluate the CE-DRF or the Shannon risk in three special cases:
(i) When θ is an i.i.d. binary signal and Y n is its noisy observations under a binary symmetric channel. (ii) When θ
is a Gaussian i.i.d. signal and each Yi is an m dimensional vector representing a sequence of its noisy observations.
(iii) When θ is a parameter representing the unknown mean of a normal distribution and the estimator φ is the
averaging operation. In the first two examples, (i) and (ii), we compare the CE-DRF to the optimal source coding
performance described by the I-DRF. In example (iii) we derive the relative efficiency of the mean estimator from
the compressed data Zn compared to an efficient estimator having access to the uncompressed data Y n.
Paper Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the problem formulation. Section III
review relevant results in optimal transport theory. Our main results are given in Section IV. In Sections V and
VI we specialize our main result to the settings where the data is discrete and Gaussian, respectively. Concluding
remarks are provided in Section VII.
Notation
We use capital and calligraphic letters, respectively, to denote the random variable U over an alphabet U .
Therefore, if not explicitly provided, we implicitly assume a probability space and a topology on U such that
U is measurable. We denote an n-length sequence over U as un = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ Un. In some specific case
when U = Rm, we denote un = (u1, . . . ,un) ∈ Rm×n. Matrices are also denoted by bold capital letters, hence,
depending on the context, U may denote either a random vector over Rm or a matrix. We also denote by ‖ · ‖
the Euclidean norm in Rn and by ρH the normalized Hamming distance over a discrete space. The multivariate
normal distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ is denoted by N (µ,Σ). The Bernoulli distribution with
probability of success p is denote by B(p). We use the notation Xn iid∼ PX to denote that Xn is a random sequence
obtained by sampling independently n times from the distribution PX . The support of the distribution PX is denoted
as suppPX .
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider the lossy compression and estimation problem illustrated in Figure 2. The data is represented by
the random n-dimensional vector Y n over the alphabet Yn. The distribution of Y n depends on an underlying
signal or a parameter vector θ ∈ Θ through a conditional distribution kernel PY n|θ. The encoder encodes the data
Y n using nR bits, and the decoder produces a bit-restricted representation Zn of the data Y n. This representation
is over the alphabet Zn. Throughout this paper, we assume that for any θ, the induced Y n is a stationary ergodic
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Fig. 2. Problem formulation. θ, Y n and Zn are the signal, data/measurements and the compressed representation, respectively. φ is Lipschitz
between the metric spaces (Θ, ρ) and (Z, ρz). d is a sub-additive distortion measure on Yn × Zn. Zn is obtained by compressing the data
Y n using nRn bits according to the fidelity criterion d. φ is an estimator of θ from the compressed representation of the data.
process and that the metric spaces (Θ, ρ) and (Zn, ρz) are complete, and hence Polish.
For an estimator φ : Zn → Θ mensurable with respect to the Borel σ-algebras on (Zn, ρz), its pth Bayes risk
is defined as
(E [ρp(θ, φ(Zn))])1/p , (6)
where the expectation is with respect to PY n|θ, possible randomness in the encoding and decoding, and, whenever
given, a prior Pθ on Θ. Our goal is to characterize this risk in terms of properties of the encoding and decoding
operations.
Given n,Mn ∈ N, a lossy-compression n-block code (fenc, fdec,Mn), or simply a n-block code, is defined as
the pair of mappings
fenc : Yn → {1, . . . ,Mn} (7a)
fdec : {1, . . . ,Mn} → Zn. (7b)
We define Rn , log2(Mn)/n as the rate of the code in bits.In the following, we consider codes for which fenc
and fdec are random such that the mapping
Y n → fdec(fenc(Y n)), (8)
is measurable2. In this case, it is more convenient to refer to the code (f, g,Mn) by the transition probability kernel
PZn|Y n on Yn ×Zn defined by (8). Namely,
P(fdec(fenc(Y
n)) ∈ A|Y n = yn) =
∫
A
PZn|Y n(dz
n|yn),
for any Borel measurable A ⊂ Zn. The output distribution of the code PZn|Y n is its marginal distribution PZn
2We only specify the sigma algebras on (Zn, ρz) and (Θ, ρ) which are the Borel sigma algebras. The sigma algebra on Yn is implicit in
our notation.
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over Zn, i.e.,
PZn(dz
n) =
∫
Yn
PZn|Y n(dz
n|yn)PY n(dyn).
For each n ∈ N, the distortion between Y n and Zn is measured using the function3 d : Yn × Zn → [0,∞),
which is further assumed sub-additive in the sense that
d(yk+m, zk+m) ≤ d(yk, zk) + d(ym+kk+1 , zm+kk+1 ),
for any ym+k ∈ Ym+k, zm+k ∈ Zm+k with k ≤ m, where umk = (uk, . . . , um). We also set
dmin , inf
y∈Y,z∈Z
d(y, z),
and so that the sub-additivity of d also implies infzn,yn d(y
n, zn) ≤ ndmin.
For a target distortion D ≥ dmin and a distribution PY n on Yn, Shannon’s rate-distortion function (RDF) of
PY n is defined as [28]
RY n(D) , min
PZn|Y n
E[d(Y n,Zn)]≤Dn
I(Y n;Zn), (9)
where the minimum is over all conditional distribution kernels PZn|Y n satisfying the prescribed distortion constraint.
We also define the single letter rate-distortion function with respect to Y n as
R(D) = lim
n→∞
1
n
RY n(D). (10)
Note that the sub-additivity of d guarantee that this limit in the RHS of (10) exits [29].
The single letter distortion-rate functionD(R) is defined as the inverse function of R(D) in (10) forR smaller than
the entropy rate of Y n and zero otherwise. In particular, D(R) is defined for any R ∈ [0,∞) whenever PY n|θ has a
density. For a wide class of distributions PY n , R(D) describes the infimum rate of all codes with average distortion
E [d(Y n, fdec(fenc(Y
n)] not exceeding nD, and D(R) describes the infimum over E [d(Y n, fdec(fenc(Y
n)] /n for
all codes PZn|Y n with Rn ≤ R. In other words, for such PY n , there exists a sequences of codes PZn|Y n such that
E [d (Y n, Zn))] ≤ nD while lim
n→∞
Rn = R(D). (11)
A sequence of codes satisfying (11) is refereed to as a good rate-distortion code for (Y n, d) at distortion level D
[30], [31], [32], [33], [34]. Throughout this paper we consider the following condition:
(C1) The minimum in (9) is achieved by PZ∗n|Y n which also satisfies E [d(Y
n, Zn)] = nD.
This condition is relatively mild and usually holds whenever dmin ≤ D ≤ infzn E [d(Y n, zn)], i.e., for distortion
levels for which that source coding problem with respect to Y n is non-trivial.
Under (C1), Kostina and Verdu [34] provided a characterization of conditional relative entropy between any good
code PZn,Y n and the rate-distortion achieving distribution PZ∗n,Y .
3The dependency of d from n is not explicitly indicated
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Proposition 2.1 (Properties of good rate-distortion codes): [34, Thm. 1] Assume that (C1) holds. For any code
PZn|Y n with suppPZn ⊂ suppPZ∗n and E [d(Y n, Zn)] ≤ nD, we have
D
(
PY n|Zn ||PY n|Z∗n | PZn
)
= I(Y n;Zn)−RY n(D),
for RY n(D) in (9).
We recall that the relative entropy between two distributions PU and PV on X , with PU ≪ PV , is defined as
D(PU ||PV ) ,
∫
X
log2
(
dPU
dPV
(x)
)
dPU (x),
where dPUdPV is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of PU with respect to PV . For an estimator φ : Zn → Θ mensurable
with respect to the Borel σ-algebras on (Zn, ρz) and (Θ, ρ), we define its pth Shannon risk with respect to ρ as
D∗φ(R, d) , E [ρ
p(θ, φ(Z∗n)] ,
where the expectation is with respect to PθPY n|θPZ∗n,Y n . The CE-DRF is the Shannon Bayes-optimal risk of φ
is defined as
DCE(R, d) , inf
φ
(E [ρ(θ, φ(Zn)]) .
The goal of this work is to establish the connection between D∗φ(R) and the risk of φ given by (6) under an
encoding of Y n that defines a good code for R(D).
Throughout this paper we make frequent use in the following assumptions on the code PZn|Y n :
(A1) For PY n -almost every y
n, PZn|Y n=yn is absolutely continuous with respect to PZ∗n|Y n=yn . This is indicated
as PZ|Y=y ≪ PZ∗|Y=y .
(A2) The output distribution of PZn|Y n satisfies
lim
n→∞
1
n
D(PZn ||PZ∗n) = 0.
Both (A1) and (A2) do not hold, in general, for deterministic codes. Indeed, for such codes, PZn|Y n=yn is a
mass distribution at zn = f(yn) hence (A1) cannot hold when PZn|Y n is absolutely continuous with respect to
the Lebesgue measure. Examples for deterministic codes violating (A2) are provided in [34] and [35, Prop. 2].
Nevertheless, (A1) and (A2) hold in the following important random coding scenarios:
(i) The codewords are randomly drawn from PZ∗n and encoding is done using joint typically.
(ii) Whenever Y n is i.i.d. over a discrete alphabet, the distortion under optimal reconstruction from and the output
distribution of the code PZn is uniform over the codewords [33], [34].
(iii) Whenever Y n is standard normal, the codewords are drawn from a spherically symmetric distribution in Rn
that is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, and encoding is using maximum cosine
similarity [23], [36].
All cases (i)-(iii) incorporate codes attaining the optimal source coding performance. The relevance in analyzing
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random coding results to applications is the existence of deterministic codes satisfying the average performance
guarantee.
The problem formulation above encompasses two classical settings: the case in which θ is an unknown parameter
and the case in which θ is an information source. The two scenarios are introduced next, together with some examples
that are revisited later in the paper.
A. Parameter Estimation Setting
One of the scenarios encompassed by Figure 2 is the one in which θ is an unknown parameter for a family of
distributions to be estimated for lossy compressed observations. The focus in this scenario is with respect to the
efficiency of θˆ as an estimator of θ from the compressed data compared to an estimator from the uncompressed data
Y n [37], [10], [38], [16]. We can explore this efficiency using the setting in Figure 2 by letting ρ(θ, θˆ) =
√
n|θ− θˆ|,
that is by considering the scaling of the estimation error with the number of observations available.
1) Scalar Gaussian Location Example: One example of the parameter estimation setting is a normal location
model. In this example, θ is the unknown mean of a normal distribution and the data consists of independent draws
from this distribution, namely:
Yi = θ + σWi, i = 1, . . . , n,
where Wi
iid∼ N (0, 1) and θ ∈ R. The data is compressed using some procedure aiming to minimize the quadratic
distortion:
d(yn, zn) = ‖yn − zn‖2 =
n∑
i=1
(yi − zi)2,
i.e., the squared Euclidean distance, between Y n and its compressed representation Zn. Such compression is said
to be optimal with respect to the data if ‖Y n − Zn‖2/n approaches D(R) = σ22−2R, which is the quadratic
Gaussian DRF with variance σ2. Importantly, our setting does not require the description of the actual compression
procedure, so long as it is optimal.
B. Memoryless Information Source Setting
Another example of the setting in Figure 2 includes the case where θ represents n independent samples from a
distribution PX with support X . We indicate θ in this case as Xn. Whenever the PY n|θ = PY n|Xn decomposes as
the product PnYi|Xi and the distortion d is additive, the CE-DRF corresponds to the Bayes optimal risk in estimating
Xi from Z
∗
i , where PXi|Z∗i = PXi|YiP
∗
Yi|Zi
and PYi|Z∗i is the single-letter rate-distortion achieving distribution of
Y n under a prescribed distortion. In Sections V and VI we explore the case in which θ is of the aforementioned
form in the following specific examples:
1) Binary signal observed under bitflip noise : In this setting Xn is an n-dimensional Bernoulli i.i.d. sequence
while the data Y n is obtained by passing Xn through a binary symmetric channel as in
Yi = Xi ⊕Wi, i = 1, . . . , n. (12)
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where ⊕ denotes addition modulo 2 and Wn is also a Bernoulli i.i.d. sequence. Namely, in this setting we have
X = {0, 1}n, and Z = Y = {0, 1}. The estimation of Xn from the compressed version of Y n is according to the
metric ρ, which in this case is taken to be the normalized Hamming distance:
ρH(u
n, vn) ,
1
n
n∑
i=1
1{ui 6=vi}. (13)
The distortion measure d is also taken as the Hamming distance: namely, we consider the estimation of the binary
sequence Xn from Zn under the Hamming distance, when the latter is obtained by compressing Y n so as to attain
a target expected Hamming distance between Y n and Zn under the prescribed rate constraint.
2) Single input multiple output Gaussian Channel : In this setting Xn is generated by sampling from the standard
Gaussian distribution and the data consists m-dimensional jointly Gaussian vectors
Yi = (Yi,1, . . . , Yi,m), (14)
where
Yi,j =
√
γjXi +Wi,j , j = 1, . . . ,m, i = 1, . . . , n. (15)
Here Wi,j
iid∼ N (0, 1) and γ1, . . . , γm are positive constants determining the channel strength between each
realization of Xi and the observation at the jth output channel, Yi,j . Accordingly, we have Y = Z = Rm.
Further, we assume that the data is compressed so as to minimize the quadratic distortion between Y n and its
compressed representation Zn. In this scenario, the rate-distortion achieving distribution PZ∗n,Yn is the product
distribution of two m-dimensional multivariate Gaussian according to Kolmogorov’s formula [39].
III. TRANSPORTATION-THEORETICAL INTERLUDE
Let us review, in this section, some transportation theoretic notions that will be useful in the remainder of the
paper. Transportation cost-information inequalities are expressed through the Wasserstein distance: this distance
is widely used in source coding and ergodic theory since many relevant quantities are continues with respect it,
such as optimal quantizer performance, Shannon distortion-rate function [40], [41]. Transportation cost or distance-
divergence inequalities were discovered by Marton [42] as an easy proof for the concentration of measure property.
This property is a generalization of the blowing up property [43] which was used for providing various converse
channel coding results [44]. We refer to [45], [46] for background and applications of transport theory in information
theory and probability.
Definition 3.1 (Wasserstein distance): Let PU , PU¯ be two Borel probability measures with respect to a metric
µ on the Polish space U . The p-Wassesrstein distance between PU and PU¯ , for p ≥ 1, is defined as
Wp(PU , PU¯ ) ,
(
inf
PU,U¯
E
[
µp(U, U¯)
])1/p
,
where the infimum is over all joint probability distributions PU,U¯ on the product space U × U with marginals PU
and PU¯ .
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Similarly to Definition 3.1, the p-Wasserstein distance between U and U¯ conditioned on V is defined as
Wp(PU|V , PU¯ |V ) ,
(
inf
PV,U,U¯
E
[
µp(U, U¯)
])1/p
, (16)
where PV,U , PV,U¯ are defined over the product space V × U and the infimum is over all joint probability
distributions PU,U¯,V over the product space U × U × V with marginals PV,U and PV,U¯ .
The motivation for using the Wasserstein distance in our setting follows from the following continuity argument,
stated here for arbitrary triplet of random vectors (X,Y, Z) such that (X , ρ) and (Z, ρz) are metric spaces:
Proposition 3.1 (continuity of risk in Wassesrstein distance): Let PX,Y be a distribution on X × Y and let
PZ|Y and PZ¯|Y be two conditional distributions kernels from Y to Z . For any L-Lipschitz φ : (Z, ρz) → (X , ρ)
and p ≥ 1 such that E [ρp (X,φ(Z))] <∞ and E [ρp (X,φ(Z¯))] <∞, we have
∣∣∣(E [ρp (X,φ(Z))])1/p − (E [ρp (X,φ(Z¯))])1/p∣∣∣ ≤ LWp(PZ|Y , PZ¯|Y ).
Proof: For any Markov chain X → Y → (Z,Z∗), the triangle inequality and Lipschitz continuity of φ imply
(E [ρp (X,φ(Z))])
1/p ≤ (E [ρp (X,φ(Z¯))])1/p + (E [ρp (φ(Z¯), φ(Z))])1/p (17)
≤ (E [ρp (X,φ(Z¯))])1/p + L (E [ρpz(Z¯, Z))])1/p .
One side of the inequality is now obtained by taking the minimum over all joint distributions PY,Z,Z∗ with
marginals PY,Z and PY,Z∗ . The second inequality follows by interchanging the role of Z and Z
∗ in (17). 
Probability measures on a metric space whose Wassrestein distance with respect to any other measure is bounded
by the relative entropy is said to satisfy a TC inequality, as per the following definition:
Definition 3.2 (transportation-cost (TC) inequality [46, Def. 22.1], [45, Def. 3.4.2]): Let (X , ρ) be a Polish
space and p ∈ [1,∞). It is said that a probability measure P on (X , ρ) satisfies the TC inequality with constant
c > 0, if for every Borel probability measure Q on (X , ρ),
Wp(P,Q) ≤
√
cD(Q||P ). (18)
When (18) holds, we say that (X , ρ, P ) is TC(c).
The following result by Marton shows that any product measure on a discrete space is TC(1/2n) with respect
to the normalized Hamming distance on this space.
Proposition 3.2: [47] Let Z be a countable set and let QZn and PZn be two probability measures on Zn.
Consider the space (ρH ,Zn) where ρH is the normalized Hamming distance. If QZn(zn) =
∏n
i=1QZ1(zi), then
W1(QZn , PZn) ≤
√
1
2n
D(PZn ||QZn). (19)
The following result by Talagrand [48] shows that the standard Gaussian measure in Rn is TC(2) with respect
to the Euclidean distance in Rn.
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Proposition 3.3: [48, Thm. 1.1] Assume µ(zn, z¯n) = ‖zn − z¯n‖. Let Pn be a measure on Rn, absolutely
continuous with respect to
γn(dzn) = (2π)−n/2e−
1
2
‖zn‖2dzn,
then
W2(P
n, γn) ≤
√
2D(Pn||γn).
A straightforward extension of Proposition 3.3 to the case where γn is a shifted and scaled Gaussian measure is
as follows:
Proposition 3.4: Assume µ(zn, z¯n) = ‖zn− z¯n‖. Let Pn be a Borel measure on Rn absolutely continuous with
respect to
γn , γn(dzn|yn) = (2π)
−n/2√
det(Σ)
exp {−1
2
(zn − yn)∗Σ−1(zn − yn)}dzn,
where Σ is positive definite. Then
W 22 (P
n, γn) ≤ 2 ‖Σ‖22D(Pn||γn), (20)
where ‖Σ‖2 is the operator norm of Σ.
Proof: See Appendix A. 
IV. MAIN RESULT
In this section we present our main result, that is, a characterization of the difference between the Shannon risk
and the true risk (6) whenever Y n is compressed using a good rate-distortion code.
Theorem 4.1: Consider a distribution Pθ,Y n on Θ× Yn, a sub-additive distortion measure d on Yn ×Zn, and
a distortion level D > dmin. Assume that the following conditions hold:
- The minimum in (9) is achieved by PZ∗n|Y n which also satisfies E [d(Y
n, Zn)] = nD.
- For PY n-almost every y
n ∈ Y , there exists c > 0 such that PZ∗n|Y n=yn is TC(c).
Let PZn|Y n : Yn → Zn be a random code satisfying (A1), such that E [d(Y n, Zn)] ≤ nD. Then for any L-Lipschitz
estimator φ : (Zn, ρz)→ (Θ, ρ),
∣∣∣(E [ρp (θ, φ(Zn))])1/p − (E [ρp (θ, φ(Z∗n))])1/p∣∣∣
≤ L
√
nE [c(Y n)]
(
Rn −R(D) + 1
n
D(Zn||Z∗n)
)
, (21)
provided E [ρp(θ, φ(Zn))] <∞ and E [ρp(θ, φ(Z∗n))] <∞.
Proof: In sake of brevity and clarity, we omit the superscripts n as it can be deduced from the context.
Assumption (A2) implies that suppPZ|Y=y ⊆ suppPZ∗|Y=y , and hence
D(PZ,Y ||PY |Z∗PZ) = D(PZ,Y ||PY,Z∗)−D(PZ ||PZ∗),
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where
D(PZ,Y ||PY,Z∗) =
∫
Y
D(PZ|Y=y||PZ∗|Y=y)dPY (y).
Therefore, if for almost every y,
Wp
(
PZ|Y=y, PZ∗|Y=y
) ≤√c(y)D(PZ|Y=y||PZ∗|Y=y),
then, by Proposition 3.1,
∣∣∣(E [ρp (θ, φ(Z))])1/p − (E [ρp (θ, φ(Z∗))])1/p∣∣∣
≤ LWp(PZ|Y , PZ∗|Y ) = L
∫
Y
Wp
(
PZ|Y=y, PZ∗|Y=y
)
dPY (y)
≤ L
∫
Y
√
c(y)D(PZ|Y=y||PZ∗|Y=y)dPY (y)
≤ L
√
E [c(Y )]
√
D(PZ,Y ||PZ∗,Y ), (22)
where (22) follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Next, we use Theorem 2.1 to obtain
D(PZ,Y ||PZ∗,Y )qq = D(PY |Z ||PY |Z∗ |PZ) +D(PZ ||PZ∗)
≤ I(Y n;Zn)−RY n(D)−D(PZ ||PZ∗).
This implies
∣∣∣(E [ρp (θ, φ(Zn))])1/p − (E [ρp (θ, φ(Z∗n))])1/p∣∣∣
≤ L
√
E [c(Y n)] (I(Y n;Zn)−RY n(D) +D(Zn||Z∗n)). (23)
Eq. (21) now follows form (23) by the definition of RY n(D) in (9) and the data processing inequality as any rate
Rn code that satisfies E [d(Y
n, Zn)] ≤ nD also satisfies I(Y n, Zn) ≤ nRn. 
Theorem 4.1 bounds the distance between the pth risk of any Lipschitz estimator of θ from the compressed data
and the pth Shannon risk of this estimator, using the expected TC constant of the measure PZ∗n|Y n=yn over the
metric space (Zn, ρ). A typical use case of Theorem 4.1, that we explore in the next section, is in situations where
L = O(1) and E [c(Y )] = O(1/n). In such cases, Theorem 4.1 provides sufficient conditions so that, for good
rate-distortion codes satisfying (11) and (A2), we have
n−1/p
∣∣∣(E [ρp (θ, φ(Zn))])1/p − (E [ρp (θ, φ(Z∗n))])1/p∣∣∣→ 0.
In the next two sections we consider special cases where these conditions are met.
V. SEPARABLE DISCRETE INFORMATION SOURCES
In this section we focus on special cases of the setting of Sec. II-B in which the space Z is discrete and the
problem is separable across the information source dimension. As shown next, this setting satisfies many of the
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conditions of Theorem 4.1, leading to a precise characterization of the Shannon risk when the data is encoded using
a good rate-distortion code as defined in Prop. 2.1.
A. Estimation in Discrete Separable Models
Let us denote as a separable information model the setting of Sec. II-B in which
PY n|Xn(y
n, xn) =
n∏
i=1
PYi|Xi(yi, xi) =
n∏
i=1
PY1|X1(yi, xi), (24)
and
ρ(xn, xˆn) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
ρ(xi, xˆi) (25a)
d(yn, zn) =
n∑
i=1
d(yi, zi). (25b)
Due to the additivity of the mutual information over product measures, it follows that PZ∗n,Y n satisfying (9)
with equality is also in product form, that is
PZ∗n,Y n(z
n, yn) =
n∏
i=1
PZ∗
i
,Yi(zi, yi),
and thus
R(D) = inf
PZ1|Y1
E[d(Y1,Z1)]≤D
I(Y1;Z1). (26)
For a separable information models, the optimal Bayes estimator of Xn from Z∗n is also separable and, thus, its
ith coordinate is given by
ψ∗i (z) = argmin
x∈X
E [E [ρi (Xi, x) | Z∗i = z]] . (27)
In addition to the assumption that the information model is separable, we also assume in this section that the
alphabet Z is countable. Under this assumption, the normalized Hamming distance ρH of (13) provides a canonical
metric on Z . Proposition 3.2 thus implies that any for any y ∈ Y , PZ∗
1
|Y1=y satisfies a transportation-cost inequality.
By combining the inequality from Proposition 3.2 with the result of Theorem 4.1, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.1: Consider a discrete separable model. Assume that D ≥ dmin such that (C1) holds. For every
n ∈ N, let PZn|Y n : Yn → Zn be a code of rate Rn satisfying (A1) and 1n
∑n
i=1 E [d(Yi, Zi)] ≤ D. If the sequence
of code {PZn|Y n}∞n=1 satisfies Rn → R and (A2), then:
(i) For any Lipschitz estimator ψ : Z → (X , ρ),
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
E [ρ (Xi, ψ (Zi))] = E [ρ (X1, ψ(Z
∗
1 ))] = D
∗
ψ(R(D), d). (28)
(ii) For any sequence of Lipschitz estimators φn : Zn → Xn whose sequence of Lipschitz constants are uniformly
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bounded in n, we have
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
E [ρ (Xi, [φn (Z
n)]i)] ≥ DCE(R(D), d). (29)
Proof: See Appendix C. 
We emphasize that Theorem 5.1 provides both positive, i.e. achievability, and negative, i.e. converse, coding
result. Specifically, (28) implies that DCE(R, d) in (II) is achievable by employing the Bayes-optimal estimator
at each coordinate. On the other hand, (29) implies that DCE(R) bounds from below the distortion of any other
estimator of Xn (separable or not) from the output of a good sequence of codes for Y n satisfying (A1) and (A2).
Another important conclusion of Theorem 5.1 is that among all estimator of Xn from the compressed representation
Zn, the separable estimator ψ∗ of (27) has the minimal asymptotic risk.
B. Example: Binary Signal under Bitflip Noise
Let us return to the setting in Section II-B1 and utilize Theorem 5.1 to characterize the distortion for this scenario.
Let B(p) indicated the Bernoulli distribution with probability of success p so that Xn iid∼ B(p) and Wn iid∼ B(α).
Under this setting, we have that Y n
iid∼ B(β) with
β = p ⋆ α , p(1− q) + q(1 − p).
Henceforth, we assume for simplicity that α, p ≤ 1/2 which also implies that β ≤ 1/2. 4 For p ⋆ α ≥ D ≥ 0, the
conditional distribution PZ∗
1
|Y1 obtained from (26) is described by the memoryless channel [5], [49]
Yi = Zi ⊕ Vi, i = 1, . . . , n, (30)
where V n
iid∼ B(D) and independent of Zn. The resulting Shannon RDF of Y n is given by
R(D) =


h2(p ⋆ α)− h(D), p ⋆ α ≥ D ≥ 0
0, D > p ⋆ α,
(31)
where h2(x) is the binary entropy function. Next, consider the estimation of the binary sequence X
n from Z∗n
under the normalized Hamming distortion in (13): the Bayes-optimal estimator of Xi from Zi in this setting is
φˆ(zi) = argmin
x∈{0,1}n
P(Xi = x | Zi = zi). (32)
The estimator in (32) is Lipschitz with respect to the normalized Hamming distance, as is the case for any estimator
from and into spaces with finite alphabet. In Appendix E we show that for such D, the Shannon risk of φˆ at a
4Note that the complementary cases are obtained by replacing α with min{α, 1 − α} if 1 ≥ α > 1/2 and p with min{α, 1 − α} if
1 ≥ p > 1/2
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Fig. 3. The data is obtained by observing a binary p = 0.25 signal under a binary symmetric channel with bitflip probability α = 0.05.
CE-DRF (red) is the achievable distortion when the data is compressed using a good rate-distortion rate-R code (with respect to the data).
I-DRF (dotted) corresponds to the an optimal encoding of the observations for minimizing distortion with respect to the signal. Also shown is
Shannon DRF (dashed) achievable by compressing a noiseless version of the binary signal, as in the case α = 0.
target distortion D with respect to the data Y n, i.e., the CE-DRF of this setting, is given by
DCE(R) , DCE(R, ρH) = α ⋆ D. (33)
Under the conditions of Theorem 5.1, the risk of the estimator φ∗, applied to the output of any rate-distortion code
for the data Y n at a target distortion D whose rate converges to R(D), converges to DCE(R) = α ⋆ D.
From the expression in (31) we also obtain the number of bits R∗ required to attain a prescribed distortion D∗
with respect to Xn as
R∗(D∗) = h(p ⋆ α)− h (D) = h(p ⋆ α)− h
(
D∗ − α
1− 2α
)
. (34)
Note that, when α = 0, (34) coincides with the classical rate-distortion function of a binary i.i.d. source estimated
under Hamming distortion. Furthermore, for p = 1/2, (34) reduces to the indirect rate-distortion function (the inverse
function the the I-DRF) of a binary source observed through a binary symmetric channel with crossover probability
α [5, Exercise 3.8]:
Rind(D) , 1− h
(
D − α
1− 2α
)
. (35)
The equality between (35) and (33) for p = 1/2 implies that, asymptotically, there is no loss in compression
performance if the encoder uses an optimal lossy compression code with respect to Y n rather than first estimating
θ and compress this estimate. Nevertheless, R∗(D) is strictly greater than Rind(D) whenever α 6= 1/2 [3]. The
difference between DCE(R) and Dind(R) (the inverse of Rind(D)) is illustrated in Figure 3.
Note that both the I-DRF and the CE-DRF attain the minimum distortions dmin = α at rate h(p ⋆ α): this rate is
the entropy of the observation sequence Y n, so the latter can be described almost losslessly by the decoder at this
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rate. Indeed, dmin = α is the probability of making an error in estimating θ from the output of the channel (12). On
the other hand, the I-DRF attains the maximum distortion p at rate zero, while DCE(R) = p already at R = h(α).
This difference is rather interesting as it highlights that, for a rate less than h(α), the encoded representation of
Y n provides no information on θ.
VI. QUADRATIC GAUSSIAN SETTING
In this section we focus on the case where the data Y n follows a normal distribution and the distortion measure
d is the squared Euclidean distance. The counterpart of Theorem 5.1 in this setting is as follows.
Theorem 6.1 (main results for Gaussian data and Euclidean distance): Let Y n ∼ N (µθ,Σθ), and let
λ1, . . . , λn be the eigenvalues of Σtheta. For 1/nTr (Σθ) ≥ D ≥ 0, define R(D) by
R(Dη) ,
1
2n
n∑
i=1
max{log2 (λi/η) , 0}, (36a)
Dη ,
1
n
n∑
i=1
min{λi, η}, (36b)
Finally, define a joint distribution PY n,Z∗n by
Y n = Z∗n +
√
diUW
n, (37)
where di = min{λi, η} and Wn ∼ N (0, I), and U is the matrix of right eigenvectors of Σtheta. For each n ∈ N,
let PZn|Y n : R
n → Rn be any a code of rate Rn satisfying E
[‖Y n − Zn‖2] ≤ nD. Then
(i) For any L-Lipschtiz φ : (Rn, ‖ · ‖)→ (Θ, ρ),
∣∣∣√E [ρ2 (θ, φ(Zn))]−√E [ρ2 (θ, φ(Z∗n))]∣∣∣
≤ L ‖Σtheta‖2
√
2n
(
Rn −R(D) + 1
n
D(Zn||Z∗n)
)
, (38)
provided E
[
ρ2(θ, φ(Zn))
]
<∞ and E [ρ2(θ, φ(Z∗n))] <∞.
(ii) Assume that lim supn ‖Σθ‖ <∞, and that the sequence of codes {PZn|Y n}∞n=1 satisfies (A2) and Rn → R(D).
For any sequence of estimators φn : (R
n, ‖·‖)→ (Θ, ρ) with E [ρ2(θ, φn(Zn))] <∞ and a Lipschtiz constant
uniformly bounded in n, then
lim
n→∞
1
n
∣∣E [ρ2 (θ, φn (Zn))]− E [ρ2 (θ, φn(Z∗n))]∣∣ = 0. (39)
Proof: See Appendix D. 
Theorem 6.1 provides a powerful characterization for the asymptotic performance of estimators from Gaussian
data compressed using any good rate-distortion code satisfying (A2). It says that such estimators attain the same
risk as if applied to the random vector Z∗n defined by (37). In particular, this theorem shows that the limit of the
normalized risk in estimating from the code always exists provided the similar limit of the Shannon risk exists.
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The work of [23] provides a result similar to Theorem 6.1 for the special case where the data is not necessarily
Gaussian, but the encoder is limited to use a random spherical code.
Next, we apply the result of Theorem 6.1 to the examples in Sec. II-A and Sec. II-B2, respectively.
A. Example: Location Parametric Estimation
We now consider the setting described Subsection II-A where θ is a location parameter to be estimated from
lossy compressed version of Y n using nR bits.
Proposition 6.2: Assume that Y n
iid∼ N (θ, σ2) and let R > 0. For any rate-Rn code PZn|Y n : Rn → Rn
satisfying (A2) for which E
[‖Y n − Zn‖2] ≤ nσ22−2R, there exists an estimator φ : Zn → Θ such that
E
[
(θ − φ(Zn))2
]
≤ 1
n


√
Rn −R+ 1nD(Zn||Z∗n)
1− 2−2R + σ
√
1 + 2−2R
1− 2−2R


2
. (40)
Proof: See Appendix F. 
Proposition 6.2 shows that there exists an estimator of the parameter θ with MSE decreasing as 1/n from the
output of any code that attains the distortion target nσ22−2R with respect to Y n. A measure for the loss in efficiency
due to compressing the measurements is the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of this estimator compared to an
efficient estimator of θ from Y n, i.e., an estimator attaining MSE of order σ2/n [50]. In our setting, we define this
ARE as
ARE(φ) = lim sup
n→∞
σ2
E [‖θ − φ(Zn)] ‖2 .
Intuitively, the ARE indicates the increase in number of samples from the distribution required to attain a prescribed
accuracy in estimating θ compared to an efficient estimator that has access to the uncompressed data. e.g., the mean
of the data. Proposition 6.2 implies that
ARE(φ) ≥

 1
σ
√
Rn −R+ 1nD(Zn||Z∗n)
1− 2−2R +
√
1 + 2−2R
1− 2−2R


−2
= η(R). (41)
In particular, for rate-distortion codes for which Rn → R and 1nD(Zn||Z∗n)→ 0, (41) reduces to
η(R) ,
1− 2−2R
1 + 2−2R
.
For example, since η(1) = 3/5, we conclude that compressing Y n using a good rate-distortion code with one bit
per sample increases the sample size required to attain a prescribed MSE by at most 5/3.
It is important to note that we can design a code especially for estimating θ, rather than compressing the
measurements, that attains ARE of 1. Indeed, it is straightforward to represent the average of Y n using nR bits
with MSE exponentially small in n. This point highlights the difference between a source code tailored for the
specific end estimation problem, and a CE setting where the compressor of Y n is agnostic to θ.
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B. Example: Single Input Multiple Output Gaussian Channel
Let us return next to the setting in Sec. II-B2. For this setting, we have the following evaluation of DCE(R, d)
in :
Proposition 6.3: Let Xn
iid∼ N (0, 1) observed under m the independent AWGN channels (15) and estimated
under quadratic distortion. Then
DCE(R) = DCE(R, ‖ · ‖2) = 1
γ + 1
+
γ
γ + 1
η, (42)
where γ ,
∑m
j=1 γj and where η is obtained as
η =


2−
2R
m
−m−1
m
log(1+γ) R > 12 log(1 + γ),
2−2R R ≤ 12 log(1 + γ).
(43)
Proof: See Appendix B.
Note that the data in this example the data Yn is defined as a sequence of m-dimensional vectors. Therefore,
in order to use Theorem 6.1 for characterizing the true risk in estimating from Zn in terms of DCE(R), we may
stack these vectors as a single sequence of length mn. Indeed, this transformation of the data does not change the
rate-distortion function of Yn, and only leads to a similar transformation in the coordinates of the rate-distortion
achieving distribution.
For comparison, the I-DRF in the setting of (15), describing the minimal distortion under an optimal rate R
source code applied to Y n, is given as [51, Eq. 10]:
Dind(R) =
1
1 + γ
+
γ
1 + γ
2−2R. (44)
By comparing (42) and (44) we recover two observations first made in [7]: The CE-DRF coincides with the I-DRF
either when R is smaller than 0.5 log(1 + γ) or when m = 1. In other words, for this choice of the observation
distortion, it is possible to attain the optimal source coding performance despite not having knowledge of the
joint distribution between the source and the observations. On the other hand, when the rate R is larger than
0.5 log(1 + γ), the minimal distortion under CE decreases roughly m times slower than the equivalent term in
Dind(R). A comparison between DCE(R) and the I-DRF is illustrated in Figure ?? for m = 3 and different values
of the parameter γ.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We considered the problem of estimation from compressed data, which encapsulates indirect source coding and
compression for estimation settings. In this setup, we considered a compressed-and-estimate (CE) approach in which
the data or measurements are first compressed using a good rate-distortion code, i.e., a code attaining the Shannon
rate-distortion function of the data with equality. The underlying signal or parameter is ultimately estimated from
this compressed version of the data. We showed that whenever the rate-distortion achieving distribution satisfies a
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suitable transportation cost inequality, the performance of any robust enough estimation procedure from the data is
given by the Shannon risk of this estimator. Namely, the risk of this estimator as evaluated on the data sampled from
the rate-distortion achieving distribution. In particular, these conditions hold quite broadly whenever the compressed
representation is embedded in a discrete space, or then the rate-distortion achieving distribution is Gaussian.
In order to illustrate the usefulness of this characterization, we evaluated the Shannon risk in the case of a
Bernoulli source observed under a binary symmetric channel, a Gaussian source observed through multiple AWGN
channels, and a parametric estimation problem in a Gaussian location model. In these examples, we observed
situations where the CE approach attains the optimal source coding performance, even though the code applied to
the measurements is constructed without knowledge of the statistics of the underlying source. In other situations
considered we observed that the performances under CE are strictly sub-optimal. In those cases where CE is optimal,
a CE separation principle exists: the compression of the measurements can be designed separately from the estimator.
The work presented here leaves a number of interesting research directions. First, it is unclear whether the
equivalence between the Shannon risk and the true risk in estimating from the compressed data follows directly
from the concentration of measure property. Another line of future work is the extension of the results provided
here to a multi-terminal setting, i.e. when the data is compressed at multiple locations. Finally, good rate-distortion
codes that violate condition (A2) were given in [35] and [34]. Our analysis leaves open the question whether the
true risk converges to the Shannon risk in such cases.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.4
Let Wn ∼ γn = N (0, In) and V n ∼ Pn arbitrary absolutely continuous with respect to γ′n. Write Σ = UΛU∗
with U unitary and Λ diagonal. For any coupling of Wn and V n and for any rotation matrix U, we have
‖Wn − V n‖2 =
∥∥Λ1/2∥∥2
2∥∥Λ1/2∥∥2
2
‖Wn − yn − V n − yn‖2
≥ 1∥∥Λ1/2∥∥2
2
∥∥∥Λ1/2(Wn − yn)− Λ1/2(V n − yn)∥∥∥2
=
1∥∥Λ1/2∥∥2
2
∥∥∥UΛ1/2(Wn − yn)−UΛ1/2(V n − yn)∥∥∥2
=
1∥∥Λ1/2∥∥2
2
‖W ′n − V ′n‖2 ,
where W ′n ∼ γ′n and V ′n ∼ P ′n where P ′n is arbitrary absolutely continuous measure with respect to γ′n. By
taking the infimum over all coupling of γ′n and P ′n, Proposition 3.3 implies
2D(Pn||γn) ≥ 1∥∥Λ1/2∥∥2
2
W 22 (P
′n, γ′n).
Finally, (20) follows since P ′n and γ′n are obtained from Pn and γn by the same parameter transformation, to
which D(Pn||γn) is invariant.
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APPENDIX B
PROOF FOR PROPOSITION 6.3
The data Y n has distribution independent over blocks of length m, where the distribution of each such m-length
block is jointly Gaussian with mean 0 and covariane matrix
ΣY1 = aa
∗ + I,
where a = (γ1, . . . , γm).
The distribution PZ∗
1
,Y1 achieving RDF of Y
n satisfies the backward channel [5]:
Y1 = Z1 +UW, (45)
where:
(i) U is a unitary matrix such that
U
∗ΣU = diag (λ1, . . . , λL) ,
and λ1, . . . , λm are the eigenvalues of Σ These eigenvalues are given by
λ1 = a
∗
a+ 1, (46a)
λi = 1, i = 2, . . . ,m. (46b)
(ii) W is a Gaussian vector independent of Z1 whose m-th coordinate has variance Di , min {η, λi}, and η is
chosen such that
R =
m∑
i=1
Ri ,
1
2
m∑
i=1
log+
(
λi
η
)
. (47)
Define Z˜1 , U
∗
Z1, so that
U
∗
Y1 = Z˜1 +W1,
is equivalent to (45). We also have
D(R) = TrE [(Y1 − Z1)∗(Y1 − Z1)]
= TrE
[
(U∗Y1 − Z˜1)∗(U∗Y1 − Z˜1)
]
= TrE
[
(U∗Y1 − Z˜1)2
]
=
m∑
i=1
Di.
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An equivalent representation to PZ∗
1
,Y1 is as follows:
Z˜1,i =
(
1− 2−2Ri) [U∗Y1]i +√Di(1− 2−2Ri)Gi,
=
(
1− 2−2Ri)u∗i aθ1 + (1− 2−2Ri) [u∗1W]i
+
√
Di(1 − 2−2Ri)Gi (48a)
=
(
1− 2−2Ri)u∗i aθ1 +√Di(1− 22Ri) + (1− 2−2R)2Vi, (48b)
where G1, . . . , Gm and V1, . . . , Vm are i.i.d. and standard normal and independent of W and θ1. We write (48b)
in the matrix form
Z˜1 = Bθ1 +CV.
The Bayes-optimal estimator of θ1 from Z1 is the conditional expectation. The expected quadratic risk is the
minimal mean squared error, given by
mmse(θ1|Z1) = mmse(θ1|Z˜1)
=
(
1 +B∗Σ−1
C
B
)−1
=
(
1 +
m∑
i=1
(1− 2−2Ri)(a∗ui)2
(1− 2−2Ri) +Di
)−1
=
(
1 +
m∑
i=1
(1− 2−2Ri)(a∗ui)2
(1− 2−2Ri) + min {θ, λi}
)−1
.
Since u1 = a/‖a‖, R1 = 12 log ((1 + a∗a)/θ) and {ui}i=2,...,m are orthogonal to a, we get
mmse(θ|Z˜1) =
(
1 + a∗a
1 + a∗a− θ
1 + a∗a(θ + 1)
)−1
=
1
a∗a+ 1
+
a
∗
a
(a∗a+ 1)2
θ,
and (42) is obtained by setting θ′ = θ/(1 + a∗a).
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1
We first note that any separable B-bounded estimator is B-Lipschtiz with respect to the Hamming distance, as
per the following proposition:
Proposition C.1: For each i = 1, . . . , n, let φi : Z → X such that φi is B-bounded. Define φ : Zn → Xn by
φ(zn) = (φ1(z1), . . . , φn(zn)). Then φ is B-Lipschtiz with respect to the Hamming distance ρH on Zn.
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Proof of Proposition C.1: For any zn, zˆn ∈ Zn,
ρ (φ(zn), φ(zˆn)) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
ρ(φ(zi), φ(zˆi))
≤ 1
n
∑
zi 6=zˆi
ρ(φ(zi), φ(zˆi)) +
1
n
∑
zi=zˆi
ρ(φ(zi), φ(zˆi))
≤ BρH(zn, zˆn) + 0.
We show that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold in this special case with Θ = Xn, θ = Xn, and Pθ = PnX1 .
Since ψ is bounded, we have that E [ρ(Xn, ψ(Z∗n))] <∞ and E [ρ(Xn, ψ(Zn))] <∞. Note that, in the notation
of Theorem 4.1, we use ρz = ρH , and ρ given by
ρ(θ, θˆ) ,
1
n
n∑
i=1
ρ(xi, xˆi).
Finally, Proposition 3.2 implies that for any yn ∈ Yn, PZ∗n|Y n=yn is TC(1/2n). We now apply Theorem 4.1 with
parameter space Θ = Xn, p = 1, and φ : Zn → Θ whose ith coordinate [φ(zn)]i equals ψ(zi). Since ψ is assumed
bounded, Proposition C.1 implies that it is Lipschitz and hence φ is Lipschitz. We denote its Lipschitz constant by
L. It follows that ∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
E [ρ (Xi, [φ(Zi)]i)]− 1
n
n∑
i=1
E [ρ (Xi, φi(Z
∗
i ))]
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ L
√
Rn −R(D) + 1
n
D(Zn||Z∗n).
Equation (28) follows since Rn → R(D), [φ(zn)]i = ψ(zi), and (A2) holds by assumption. This complete the
proof of (i). In order to show (ii), first note that (29) trivially holds whenever E [ρ(Xi, [φn(Z
n)]i)] =∞, for some
i, n ∈ N, hence we assume that
E [ρ(Xi, [φ(Z
n)]i)] <∞, i, n ∈ N.
We use Theorem 4.1 assuming φ is an arbitrary L-Lipschitz from Zn to Xn (not necessarily separable). We obtain:
1
n
n∑
i=1
E [ρ (Xi, [φ(Z
∗n)]i)] ≤ L
√
Rn −R(D) + 1
n
D(Zn||Z∗n) (49)
+
1
n
n∑
i=1
(E [ρ (Xi, [φ(Z
n)]i)]) .
Since PXn,Y n,Z∗n =
∏n
i=1 PXi,Yi,Z∗i , for each i = 1, . . . , n, we have that E [ρ (Xi, [φ(Z
∗n)]i)] is bounded from
below by
E [ρ (X1, ψ
∗(Z∗1 ))] , DCE(R(D), d),
where ψ∗ is the Bayes optimal estimator of X1 from Z
∗
1 . Consequently, the left hand side of (49) is bounded from
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below by
1
n
n∑
i=1
E [ρ (Xi, [φ(Z
∗n)]i)] = DCE(R(D), d).
Inequality (29) now follows since L
√
Rn −R(D)→ 0 and n−1D(Zn||Z∗n)→ 0 as n→∞.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1
We now show that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are met in this case: Forst note that a single letter distortion
measure is sub-additive, and that in our case dmin = 0. In addition, (C1) holds for 0 ≤ D ≤ 1nTrΣ, since in this
case PZ∗n,Y n as defined by (37) is the unique solution to the minimization problem (9) when PY n = N (µ,Σ)
[5]. For any yn ∈ Rn, PZ∗|Y n=yn is a Gaussian measure on Rn, and by Proposition 3.4 it is TC(‖σ‖22) with
respect to the Euclidean distance and p = 2. We now use Theorem 4.1 with p = 2, where we also note that
suppPZn ⊂ suppPZ∗n = Rn. Under these conditions, part (i) follows from (21). Part (ii) now follows from (38)
due to the additional condition Rn → R(D), n−1D(Zn||Z∗n) → 0 (A2), and a uniformly bounded Lipschitz
constant for the sequence {φn}.
APPENDIX E
DERIVATION OF EQUATION (33)
Consider the RDF achieving distribution PZ∗
1
,Y1 defined by (30). Denote X , P(θ1 = Z1). Since α,D(R) ≤ p,
we have
X = αD(R) + (1− α) (1−D(R)) ,
where D(R) is the DRF of Y n given by
D(R) = h−1
(
[h(p ⋆ α)−R]+) .
Since α, p ≤ 1/2, we also have that D(R) ≤ 1/2, and thus the Bayes-optimal estimator of θ1 from Z1 equals
φ∗(z) = z. It follows that the risk of φ∗ equals to the probability of a bitflip in the channel from θ1 to Z1. This
probability is α ⋆ D(R).
APPENDIX F
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6.2
For α > 0, consider the estimator
φ(zn) =
α
n
n∑
i=1
zi,
and the metric
ρ(θ, θˆ) =
√
n
∣∣∣θ − θˆ∣∣∣ .
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For zn, zˆn ∈ Rn, we have
ρ(φ(zn), φ(zˆn)) =
√
n
α
n
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
(zi − zˆi)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ α√
n
n∑
i=1
|z − zˆi| ≤ α ‖zn − zˆn‖ , (50)
where in the last transition we used the inequality
∑n
i=1 ai ≤
√
n
√∑n
i=1 a
2
i that follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality. (50) says that φ is α-Lipschitz from (Rn, ‖ ·‖)→ (R, ρ). We now use Theorem 6.1 with (Θ, ρ) = (R, ρ)
and D = D(R) = σ22−2R. We obtain∣∣∣∣∣
√
nE
[
(θ − φ(Zn))2
]
−
√
nE
[
(θ − φ(Z∗n))2
]∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ √α
√
Rn −R+ 1
n
D(Zn||Z∗n), (51)
and hence
nE
[
(θ − φ(Zn))2
]
≤
(
√
α
√
Rn −R+ 1
n
D(Zn||Z∗n) +
√
nE
[
(θ − φ(Z∗n))2
])2
. (52)
Next, we evaluate the term E
[
(θ − φ(Z∗n))2
]
in (51). Set d¯ = 1− 2−2R. The inverse channel to (37) is given by
Z∗i = d¯Yi + σ
√
2−2Rd¯N (0, 1)
= d¯(θ + σN (0, 1)) + σ
√
d¯2−2RN (0, 1)
= d¯θ + σ
√
d¯(1 + 2−2R)N (0, 1).
Set α = 1/d¯ = 1/(1− 2−2R). It follows that
φ(Z∗n) = θ + σ
√
1 + 2−2R
d¯
1
n
n∑
i=1
Wi,
where Wn
iid∼ N (0, 1), and thus
nE
[
(θ − φ(Z∗n))2
]
= σ2
1 + 2−2R
1− 2−2R .
The proof is completed by substituting α and the last expression in (52).
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